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landing pages.
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A/B Testing - landing pages
Which one wins?
From segmentation to design to persuasion to color theory, Response Mine
breaks down the best practices for health & wellness landing pages.

Introduction
Landing pages, for any type of business,
should take significant time to develop.
The reason that so much goes into crafting
strategic landing pages is because a large
portion of the budget and planned efforts go
into buying search terms with paid media.
That’s just to get the consumer to your site.
The landing page should provide an
experience that creates a strong call-toaction by the viewer. Any landing page
that does not, is simply wasted money.
Within these pages are several tips for how
to create high quality landing pages.
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Customer Strategy

Color Theory

Acquiring high-value customers is almost never easy, but it’s
the best way to realize the highest ROI from your marketing
efforts. Understanding your best customers is the first step
towards developing the most effective personas.

From a design perspective, the best landing pages make
effective use of color. Color can be used on multiple levels:

Who buys your product or service? Who are your most
valuable customers, and what do they look like? Where are
they located? How are they most likely to find you? Building
these personas is strategy step number one.

•
•
•
•

To communicate an emotion
To create urgency
To direct the user’s attention
To inspire the user to take an action

Keyword Strategy
In addition to developing a strategy for messaging users
with the right type of appeal at the right time, it’s important
to drive paid traffic to the right landing page. At a very high
level, if you’re marketing a heart rate monitor, the keywords
in your paid campaign should be grouped to best target the
types of searches that users are entering that relate to the
product. For more information on keyword strategy, please
see our “How-To Guide on Keyword Strategies.”
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Color Testing
– CTA and Headline

winner!

For instance, it might be more effective to create a
call-to-action with an aggressive color, like orange, to
encourage a purchase decision. Softer colors like blues,
greens or purples don’t create the same emotional
connection as brighter colors like yellows, reds and
oranges. It’s no surprise that red and yellow are so readily
used in traffic lights and signs to indicate a possible
hazard — these colors grab your attention!
Just like any other form of design, color theory controls
the way we view read and has the opportunity to change
the hierarchy of a page. When it comes to one of our
home services clients, we had a toss-up. Which is more
important, the offer or the call-to-action? We began by
making the offer pop in the version on the left. This was
successful but how do we know this is the best variation?
So, we switched them up. The call-to-action become
orange while the offer became green. It’s a good thing
we tested our colors as it won. In fact, the test primarily
impacted calls. There’s a good chance that our original
use of color theory pushed the user past the call button
to the offer, resulting in less conversion.
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Color Testing
– Isolated CTA

winner!

It’s important to remember that while colors that
“stimulate” the mind (e.g. red), those colors can be
less impactful in other situations.
Take the following landing page for example. We
began with a large red button that read, “Take the
First Step.” In our minds, we were “stopping” them in
their tracks. And that is why we continually test.

We simply
changed the
button to blue and
saw a 7% rise in
conversion.
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Experiential Testing – Urgency
How do users engage with your landing page?
From heat mapping to user experience testing, there
are direct ways for evaluating the user experience.
Heat mapping will give you insight into which sections
of your page capture the most attention. Knowing
this can help inform creative and strategic decisions
such as where to place page elements designed to
drive conversion vs. where to place page elements
that are more likely to be skimmed or overlooked, (like
lists of features and other detail-driven content).
Furthermore, testing the user experience
can validate or challenge your assumptions
about what works and what doesn’t.

• How does button shape affect conversion rates?
• For mobile, how many tap-to-call
buttons should be on the page?
• How do conventions contrast across platforms?
But how do you know if a test is worth running? At
Response Mine, we use a variety of different tools
to assess our pages. In fact, we use companies like
UsabilityHub to pretest our pages prior to launch.
In this example, we conducted a preference
test asking individuals across the United
States which Call-to-Action they prefer.
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Experiential Testing
– Efficiency
But what if you’re trying to create a brand new design?
You have a choice.
A. Run it and see what happens.
B. Pre-test the page.
In this example, we quickly learned that we were on to something
with our sleeker, more modern page and minimized form. With this
information at hand, we ran the live test receiving similar results.
Through A/B testing, the objective is always to
challenge the “winning” ad with a new ad, based on
what you’ve learned from previous winners.

The page
on the bottom
continues to be
the winning
page.
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Experiential Testing
– Heat Mapping
And then there’s heatmapping. While heatmapping
isn’t scientific, it gives us an idea of how people
interact with a page, helping us conduct new tests.

Because
of this
heatmap...

In this example, we have a page for one of our
home services clients. We noticed that people
clicked on a list of bugs just below the fold. This
helped us make the decision to run a clickable bug
test, turning them into conversion elements.
This led to us conducting a test where users
are brought to a conversion element when they
click on a bug. The bugs got a lot of clicks and
interactions; but overall, the test resulted in a
5% drop in conversion. Users became so busy
interacting with the page that they didn’t convert.
...we created
this image
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Experiential Testing
– Usability
In other cases, we utilize programs like UsabilityHub to
help us forecast the impact a design change will have on
conversion.
In the following example, we revised our page to include
new direct response elements, providing urgency and an
appealing offer to the page.
The new page greatly outperformed the old page. We saw
very similar results when we ran the page and were able to
pre-test it with minimal cost.
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Direct Response Tactics
How strategic is the copy on your landing pages?
Direct response techniques can turn a boring, low converting
page that is too brand focused into a sales machine. Focusing
on benefits over features and placing the user in a state
where they can see themselves benefiting from the use of
your product or service is integral to crafting persuasive
copy that sells. Does your offer provide a unique opportunity
to save or try something new? How does the page make
users feel through the tone you’re using? What emotional
appeal is optimal for selling your product or service?

All of these are important considerations when
it comes to creating great landing pages.
Ordinary language can be transformed into
revenue generating ad copy.
In the following example, we took a long form and turned
it into a 3-step, impactful lead generating machine with an
easy user experience that doesn’t scare the customer.

Changing this
form to this
form resulted in
an 11% lift in
conversion.
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Testing & Measurement
When it comes to landing pages, the best strategy will always
be one that you can prove with data. Optimize your landing
page efforts by always leveraging A/B testing. Iterating your
best pages will help you learn what resonates with whom.
Also, A/B testing is the only true way to understand the
degree to which your pages are effective. If you have
a high-converting landing page, and you’re not testing
it, how do you know that it’s really “high converting?”
Chances are, your page could perform better.

We all think our ideas are the best.
But how do we truly know that they work?
A/B testing ensures we won’t find, months down the road,
that we lost thousands of dollars on less-than-optimal
advertising spend. Put another way, A/B testing enables
us to make the most of an advertising budget, limiting the
risk by continually testing pages quickly and efficiently.
In the following example, we had two offers: a) $29.99 off
your first application or b) 50% off your first application. Most
of us internally thought that the 50% off version would win.

The $2995
offer created
a 19% lift.

We were wrong. In the end, the $29.95 sale price
version resulted in a 19% lift in conversion compared to the 50% off offer. It’s a great reminder
for why it’s so important to continually test.
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How Response Mine
Digital can help

About the Author

Our creative team is constantly developing,

Response Mine, responsible for increasing

Andrew Whalen is an Art Director for

testing and iterating landing pages for our

strategy and testing. His extensive experience

clients across a range of verticals. When

in UX design and direct response techniques

it’s time to develop landing pages for your
business, Response Mine Digital brings proven
strategies to the table to create effective
customer personas, keyword strategies and
effective landing pages that convert.

conversion for clients through creative

continuously generates more sales for clients.
When he isn’t creatively changing the digital
landscape, he can be found on a bike trail,
running path or renovating his old house.

Eliminate the guesswork. Maximize your profit.
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